Sewing Instructions:
(Note: these instructions are for an approximately 13” long finished stocking – using the large pattern in this document. If you use one of the smaller patterns, you will need to adjust the stocking top accordingly.)

STOCKING:
Cut 2 stockings out of fabric. Pin wrong sides together. Sew the stocking with a ¼” seam allowance. Clip the curves. Turn the stocking right side out.

STOCKING TOP:
To add the top of the stocking, cut a 4” piece of fabric by whatever width the top of your stocking is + 1 inch.

Sew a ½” hem down one of the long sides. Sew the short ends of your top piece together (with right sides together), creating a loop.

Now sew the top of the stocking to the top piece – the top piece will be inside out and use the raw edge. (Your stocking will still be right side out)

Match the top and bottom stocking pieces together on the 2 pages that follow.
Here is another pattern for a stocking. This stocking has a straighter back than the one above.
top of stocking
bottom of stocking